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The town of Lerry have been haunted by evil creatures for over a hundred years.
Every 7 years 7 months there will be a few person went missing.

You are playing as Detective Q
After years of investigating. Detective Q finally encounter the evil shapeshifting monster and begins their first conflict...
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OUR GAME'S FEATURES:
- EXPLORE THE MYSTERIOUS FOREST

- FINDING DIFFERENT PATH
- SOLVE PUZZLE TO WIN

- BATTLE EVIL CREATURES. COLLECT THE KEYS.
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★ WE. EVLAVV STUDIO. AS ALWAYS. PROMISES TO BRING YOU THE TROLLIEST, FUNNIEST AND
MOST HILARIOUS EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE EVER SEEN!

★ EVERY GAME IS SUPPOSED TO BE A FUN LITTLE ACTION PACKED PUZZLE SOLVING ADVENTURE
THAT REQUIRE BOTH YOUR BRAIN AND YOUR SKILLS TO COMPLETE!

★ SO... WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? PURCHASE THIS GAME NOW AND ENJOY THE RIDE!
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Title: I saw IT
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
evlavv_studio
Publisher:
evlavv_studio
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10/Vista/XP (32 or 64 bit)

Processor: Dual Core 2.0GHz or equivalent processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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This game isn't terrible but the lack of community or anybody playing it for that matter is sad. At the time of this review out of
the dozens of servers they have for this game not one had any players on it. What's the point of starting this game when the bots
are terrible and boring to play against and the game is basically dead. I couldn't find a reason to keep playing but if you enjoy
playing bots maybe you can. I would have to give this game a 2 out of 10, there just isnt much good to say about it and the dead
community really brings the game down. I don't see this game being on Steam for much longer.. If you love J-pop & Anime
music Videos then this is for you.. I really recommend Music Maker 2017, one of the best programs on the market with good
price.
You don't need talent to make great music.
+ A large selection of soundpools
+ Nice design of program
+ Great for professional music creation
+ Better than Music Maker 2016
Simply, buy it.
My opinion. Yikes. Just about pooped myself on stream, very sp00ky. Nicely done. Not much content, but the little there is (for
about 1-3 hours) is flawless and charming.. Okay. Where to start...

Graphics: Very simple, cartoony buildings and landscapes. The game almost looks like a slightly polished SimCity 2k, right
down to the building models. It's uncanny. In the large post office garages, the vehicle interaction and information tabs actually
go outside the border of the building screen, and can be hard to see with the city in the background.

Audio: Not a lot of variety in the background music loop. Note the singular noun there. It all sounds the same. Sound effects and
incidentals are okay.

Control: Clickdrag to pan the window gets a little annoying at times. I'd also like the ability to zoom out further to save me the
trouble.

Interface: Simple, but it works 95% of the time. An area I would suggest for polishing would be for changes in paths and other
variables to go into effect while the game is paused instead of having to unpause the game, then pause it again to go back to
what you were doing.

Gameplay: Incredibly uninspired. A sim junkie can figure out how to game the engine within the first hour or so. Get both your
first and second post offices fully developed (which can take maybe two hours after you've taken the engine back behind the
tool shed), and you can then just leave it running and walk away while the money pours in. On medium difficulty, I completed
all of the "missions" and eliminated my AI competitor by day 45 or so using the walk-away method.

Bugs: Surprisingly few and far between. Kudos on this.

Final thoughts: This is a very shallow game across the board, definitely not worth the full $15.00 price tag. This game is
categorized under the "casual games" category, and should have been priced as such (if this were maybe half the price, it'd be a
little bit more reasonable and falls in line with the one-and-done depth). Save your money and spend it on something with a lot
more teeth and replay value.. Good game with good story.Its immersive environment and soundtrack will mesmerize you for
sure.And the achievements are quite fun to collect .This game has only 5 achievements and you can complete them easily.A very
good indie game comparing its price. I really liked to play this game. I wait ToA 2 with more towers, enemies and I hope better
graphic!!. Burgers is a small action adventure indie game, where we follow a unique soldier to investigate an get rid of a heavy
task that soon will threatening the world peace.

The game offers co-op and singleplayer, either with keyboard or a controller. You will have the option to level up your current
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german hero, and its weapons. You have alot to choose between, which is either machineguns, pistols, mele weapons and
character before you will face and stop monsters and the germans evil plans. The whole game will be based either as storylined
or arena, to fight the monsters. In the storyline you have a option to re-play missions and finish the 2.5 hour storyline content on
normal, if not hard is the one you search.

If you search a short story indie rpg game, then this is worth a short.

Here is a demo:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B3FF75PLYvI. fun and chalonging game that isent that hard to understand
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Terrible bugs, i'm losing a lot of elo points because it says AOE 2 HD it's no responding, later when i can enter the map I can't
even move my villagers, it's all buged and lazy. All my money in the garbage. :/ :/ :/. There are several complaints I have of this
game.
-Ships will spawn at the bottom of the screen, and you won't notice them until you move your ship down and bump right into
them
-Ships will spawn OFF the screen - and still fire projectiles at you
-Ships will spam projectiles at you sometimes to the point it is literally impossible to evade them without losing major health
-I even noticed once a ship firing a projectile at me that acted like a heat seaking missile...but this never happened again; either
this game cheats (this missile only got launched once I got fed up with how easy it was to loose lives and started to try farming
health upgrades) or that's a really nasty glitch that needs to be fixed
-Upgrades spawn chances are low enough that you're going to spending your whole time fighting off ships and trying to get
another upgrade so that you don't end up with one health and base weapons for the boss
I would really like to like this game, but too many flaws need to be addressed to make this fun to play.. Not as good as it sounds
but still fun. Best game I've ever played.. The people who made this game should be shot on sight.
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